
OSTP Service Program
Preparing for zero-embargo and other changes

Guidance issued by the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), also referred to as the 
Nelson Memo, for federally funded research will undoubtedly affect most scholarly publishers. While the 
industry awaits further details and their potential impacts, there are a number of steps publishers can take now 
to get a jump on the changes and prepare their organizations for a future of zero-embargo for research funded 
by the US government. 

As your publishing partner, Maverick brings experience and expertise in many areas specifically relevant to the 
new OSTP requirements, including: 
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• Accessibility: Compliance with new WCAG 3.0 Accessibility Guidelines and EU accessibility requirements.

• Metadata management: Ensuring that content is in the current JATS XML DTD format and accompanied by 

metadata.

• Research data: Making data immediately available in a machine-readable format that allows reproducibility 

and validation of findings.

• Digital transformation: Implementing automation of accessibility, hosting and funder requirements as a part 

of workflow.

• Researcher support: Providing educational outreach to societies and researchers.

• Research integrity: Applying safeguards for journals to ensure research integrity.

• Business planning: Assessing financial impacts and developing short- and long-term business plans.
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Maverick can identify areas where you may be vulnerable and help ensure your infrastructure is resilient to 
changes in the industry. Helping clients prepare for emerging trends is one of our specialties. From broad strategic 
reviews, evaluation of business models, and positioning in the market, to more focused assessments of 
specialized areas, Maverick can offer tools that equip publishers for changes on the horizon.

For further information, contact:

https://www.maverick-os.com/wpmosl/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Scholarly-SEO_2022.pdf
https://www.maverick-os.com/wpmosl/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/4872-Mavericks-Digital-Transformation-Service-Pack-1.pdf
https://www.maverick-os.com/wpmosl/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Maverick-Research-Integrity-Service-Pack.pdf
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